
         

                      

 

 

 

 

 
 

42 drivers for the great Mugello show this weekend 
 

Everything is ready for the second-last appointment of Formula Regional 
and Italian F4 

 
Rome, 2nd October 2019 – 42 drivers will be on track this weekend on Mugello Circuit for the two 
series Italian F4 Championship powered by Abarth and Formula Regional European Championship 
certified by FIA.  
 
At the second-to-last appointment, still many emotions to live. In the Italian F4 we recently saw a 
change in the top of the rankings, Gianluca Petecof (Prema Powerteam) left the lead to Dennis 
Hauger (Van Amersfoort Racing) after his outstanding performance. The Norwegian won 3 races 
out of 4 in the Imola ACI Racing Weekend, bringing also his team on the top. The Italian team 
Prema will be looking for taking the first position back, deploying in addition to the Brazilian also 
Paul Aron, Oliver Rasmussen and Alessandro Famularo, against the three Van Amersfoort Racing 
drivers which, this time, will race without Sebastian Estner.  
 
In the Formula Regional European Championship certified by FIA another debut, after the 
confirmation of Dan Ticktum (Van Amersfoort Racing) presence after the great performance of the 
last racing weekend in Spain, it is the turn of the French Jakes Hughes, for the team KIC Motorsport. 
Great excitement around David Schumacher (US Racing), after his success in Barcelona, another 
great shot is now expected from the German driver; the Spanish weekend was unlucky instead for 
the Championship leader Frederik Vesti (Prema Powerteam), who lost some points and reduced the 
gap from his teammate Enzo Fittipaldi.  
 
The Tuscan track will start to get warm under the single-seaters’ tyres starting from Friday, with the 
first free practice session at 9:00 for the Italian F4 and, right after, at 9:45 for the Formula Regional; 
then the second session of practice. The two series will get real already in the late afternoon with 
the qualifying practices. Race 1 and 2 on Saturday and Sunday the conclusion with the last race of 
the weekend.  
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